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6/16/15



THE WHIRLIGIG



Vol. 77 Issue 2



THE DAILY INFORMER



Est. 1938 Boys State Midland, MI



ELECTION RESULTS McClelland



Bingham



Williams



Wisner



SHERRIFF



Shepard Jr., Lawrence



Tongue, Tristan



Page, Riley



Denning, Connor



PROSEC. ATTORNEY



Williams, Nathan



Bedrosian, Buster



Rechsteiner, Cole



Gaydos, Nicholas



CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE



McNally, John



Tweedie, James



Koppinger, Mitchell



Shcickling, Matthew



SCHOOL BOARD



Opland, Joshua Carichner, Dashiell Harris, Michael



Crow, Zachary McClary, Titus Kern, Andrew



Kinder, Nolan Timm, Ryan Roose, Hunter



Pranger, Samuel Mahoney, Patrick Gabala, Marshal



Adams



Washington



Monroe



Jackson



Jefferson



Madison



Harrison Van-Buren



MAYOR



Tokie, Alex



Ladd, Cody



Sears, Nicholas



Bellenir, Cody



Sutton, Hayden



Kolbusz, Trenton



Poulin, Gavin



Veenard, Christopher



CITY COUNCIL



Nyberg, Braden Boehmer, Alex Herr, Travis



Stewart, Thomas Custard, Anthony Orlowski, Nathaniel



Patrick, Korey Kerr, Forest Sieffert, Samuel



Pier, Dakota Bianci, Eduardo Turner, Matthew



Lemp, Brenden Holsinger, Holden Heibel, Daniel



Alcock, Justin Peterson, Liam Turfe, Jamal



Knowles, Bronson Ebeugh, Peter Mans, Hunter



Montgomerey, Jack Mitchell, Mason Krause, Logan



Gavin McAuliffe Cheating? Author: Anonymous Gavin McAuliffe from the city of Harrison, is running for Governor. That is a very important position. The Governor is supposed to be someone who can be trusted to know the rules and understand what he is doing and how it effects other people. Multiple times in the packet for “Boys State” that should have been read in its entirety, it mentions that “NO PREPRINTED CAMPAIGN MATERIAL MAY BE USED”. By now I’m sure most of you have seen Gavin’s poster, with him running for Governor, now on that poster Gavin has used A PRE-PRINTED picture of himself on there. I understand the burden in this lies in proof, but I’ve had three anonymous sources contact me, two people approached me and let me know of this predicament, and one other person texted me saying about how Gavin even bragged at breakfast about how he printed the pictures from home. Gavin having a picture that is illegal is not only a slap in the face to the other candidates running, he also is showing no respect for the rules, also if he can’t even Here, McAuliffe’s portrait read the packet correctly, how can we trust him to read bills and make decisions for the enis printed oin color on nice tire state. card stock.
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CAMPUS LIFE



Follow us!



Funny Humor



Squirrels; or Criminal Masterminds?



Author: Alec Palmer



Author: The Quadruple Scoop



Humor can be a great way to open up an audience and make them feel more relaxed and at ease. A general wave of laughter can calm the nerves of the speaker, for it can show that they are winning over their peers. However, in reality can humor do the opposite of what you want it to do? Can it actually cause people to not



The squirrels here on campus, beautiful and voluptuous, feed gracefully on acorns throughout Northwood. By stopping and tossing that remaining granola bar to a by-standing squirrel, one is beneficial to the friendly squirrel and Northwood University wholistically. As the State Convention rallies on, and the City/County conventions finish up, the squirrels roam freely: no responsibilities, no intensive schedule, and only a love for the nature surrounding the beautiful campus of Northwood University. However, maybe the squirrels are not as benevolent as originally thought. Late Sunday night, the citizens were called out of their rooms by a strange, yet not too unfamiliar sound of a fire alarm. What was the cause of this untimely distraction? Who was the culprit of this obtuse and pervasive crime? The Quadruple Scoop went out early the next morning to find the man accountable. As we search for interviewees, we were disgruntled to find that not a single citizen knew of the alarm culprit. Knowing that the citizens and counselors of Boys State were all bewildered about the happening, it was puzzling that there were no human suspects. As The Quadruple Scoop ventured outdoors for their investigation, it noticed that a squirrel was glancing around with a diabolical expression. At that point, it became evident that the squirrels were not as innocent as they originally appeared. At this point in time, it’s hard to tell if the squirrels are friend or foe. Throwing that remaining granola bar to a campus squirrel may not be as beneficial a task as previously thought. Are the squirrels the root of all evil?



vote for you?



@mi_whirligig



@BoysStateNews



After talking to a Boy’s State member, this statement was confirmed. Sometimes using humor can turn away potential voters, for an overabundance of humor incorporated into a speech can cause the speech giver to seem inexperienced and not as serious about doing the job they promise to do. “Personally, I believe that humor can be a great tool in swaying the opinion of potential voters that you are giving a speech to. But, when regarding the atmosphere of Boy’s State, you need to really be careful when using humor. I was told that Boy’s State was a place where promising individuals were chosen to represent their school and themselves in a positive way that would reflect personal growth over the time that they spent here. So when I hear someone using humor in a speech I think it’s great- as long as that person uses it with moderation.”



Food at Boys State Author: Christian Ostrowski



MI BS Whirligig



As Boys State starts up this week, we all wondered what the food would be like. For me I love food I worried all week what the food would be like and how it would taste. The food is a big deal it could make or break this trip. Not only should the food be tasty but it also needs to be healthy for us. For us boys we have been sitting and listening all week and we can't be doing that with unhealthy food in our systems. We get some free time but some of us play cards or ping pong. This activities are not very active and we need to be healthy. Especially needs to be healthy for us to be able to prepare us for speeches and elections.



One student told me " The food is salty, too many carbohydrates. Lots of breads and pastas." This student also stated " I would like to see some more fresh fruit and more vegetables incorporated in our dinners." Another student I interviewed we talked about nutrition. He stated "the food tastes good but it is not the healthiest for us. There is the salad bar and fruit but the main courses are either greasy or not healthy." This food makes a difference in our work. Eating healthy can help you learn and focus on topics. Soaking up everything from this camp is important for everyone. Healthy eating includes consuming high-quality proteins, carbohydrates, heart-healthy fats, vitamins, minerals and water are all very important. So make sure you eat all of these to be able to prepare for the days of Boys State so you can strive through this program.
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CAMPUS POLITICS Natural Selection or Personal Washington City's Fight for Governor Worth—Where do you fall? Author: Josiah Bigg



Will Warmoth and Dalton Tungate: A “joint” Partnership to last?



Author: Alec Palmer



Author: Chase Palmer



The race for governor is getting pretty Natural Selection: the serious. Washington City, although, seems to gradual process by which herita- want it the most and are going to sneaky ble biological traits become eilengths to achieve it. Reports have been heard ther more or less common in a from Harrison that offers have been made in population as a function of the exchange for votes for the governor seat. One student from Harrison states that “Washington effect of inherited traits on the differential reproductive success says that if we vote for their candidate for govof organisms interacting with ernor that they’ll vote for our candidates runtheir environment. This ideolo- ning for House of Reps.” Another student from gy, spread by Charles Darwin, Harrison says along with votes for House of has been, and will continually Reps, money has also been promised. On a be, in effect for the human popu- brighter note, in effort to get more votes Washlation. ington City is working with Van Buren. A stu“I am a firm believer on dent from Van Buren stated, "We are just Natural Selection. If a person working with them on a pipeline between cities overdoses on heroin then it’s to utilize our clean water source." good. I am okay with it. That individual didn’t contribute to society so with their death, we are better off as a society.” This Statement was issued by candidate for Prosecuting Attorney, Ralph Tigalo during his election. With this statement being issued, it raises the question whether personal worth has value in comparison with Natural Selection. Is it really okay for a person to be considered irrelevant due to their usage and overdose with an illegal substance? When talking about Can Washington be Saved? this, personal stance and opinion Author: Austin Ladd varies with personal morality on the topic. Some may argue that The prospecting Mayor of Washington and Adbecause that person wasn’t a ams have discussed a potential highway to be large part of their local commu- constructed that would connect the otherwise nity their death didn’t necessari- isolated cities of Washington and Harrison. ly matter. They would fall into The highway would start in Adams and move the category of those who say south into the small town of Peteville, where it Natural Selection is working in would then move southeast into Washington, our benefit by removing those continuing into Harrison, and finally ending less fit to survive in our society. in Jefferson. The potential for economic benefit While others may take the stance is great as it connects a prosperous Adams to a that while yes, that individual seemingly less wealthy but heavily industrialmade decisions that negatively ized Washington, which would then be connectimpacted their lives, but argue ed to the lucrative lumber industry located in that with the correct programs Harrison. This is cannot be confirmed at the available to them, they could moment, but it’s something to bring up to your have contributed to society in a local Mayor. positive manner if they were able to break their habitual use of drugs. These people would fall into the category that believe everyone has personal worth no matter the circumstance of their livelihood.
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Will Warmoth from Van Buren city and Dalton Tungate of Washington have teamed up to hopefully campaign and win the elections for Lieutenant Governor and Governor. The duo banded together after day one and have been working hard to get their name, goals and aspirations recognized. With a few deals already cut, they started their assault to win over the majority of the boys staters. “We wanted to start a third party on the first day, but there was a lot of hoops we would have had to jump through…” said Will. With the obstacles of predetermined laws already in place, the pair decided to legally blur the lines between Nationalist and Federalist and form a powerful alliance. “It’s turned into a partnership,” commented Dalton. “We both wanted to run for governor but we decided that we would help share the power and have a co-governor.” Will decided the easiest way to determine who got what was to simply flip a coin. With the toss landing on heads a deal was struck; Dalton would run for governor and Will would be his Lieutenant. Word of mouth has been the go to form of campaigning for the team. They have working hard to get their proposals know. “Of course, legalization of marijuana is one of our first things. I have already kind of put together a group of people to write the bill.” Will added in that they would place a 20%-25% tax on the sale of pot and that they would allocate funds to a “Marijuana Fund” where cities can apply for grants from this fund to pay for need based utilities like road repair. They are planning to have the Senate approve or deny the grant requests. With elections coming up, be sure to keep you eyes peeled for the team and their supporters. They appear to be force to be reckoned with.
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THE QUADRUPLE SCOOP? What We Tell People



Hi, my name is Alex Reinbold and I am from Charlotte. I am a reporter for the Whirligig and proud member of The Quadruple Scoop. With a strong interest in politics and media, covering stories around Boys State is a blast, and an experience I am thrilled to be apart of. Aside from the Whirligig, I have a strong interest in athletics (especially tennis), going up north during the summer, and watching movies. Follow me on Twitter (@reiny4tennis) and Instagram (@reiny4selfies) to get to know me a little better!



Under this anonymous organization, readers may question who we are, what we stand for, and why chose to be anonymous. Well, the Scoop consists of four gentlemen, whom swing overwhelmingly left wing. Liberalism is an art form to us, and pro-choice everyday living is how we manage. Alex Reinbold, a coldhearted blasphemist with a need for love. He is the pretentious member, striving for rhetorical excellence. Though witty, and humourous, Alex is a sport’s fanatic, and a tennis goddess. Alex finished 3rd in states this year for tennis, and hopes to win next year, which would be his first win at anything so far in life. John Dykstra, a specialized moron, works hard playing internet games while the rest of us sit and ponder the next big breaking news. Sometimes he will contribute a word or two, but the rest of the group tries our best to ignore him. With John around, this week will be impossible to get through. Jacob Bargo, the hardest worker of the group, does his work on a mac for a large portion of our work time. This is probably because he does not have the mental capacity to actually use a PC. Most of the things Jacob says are irrelevant, but at least we’re getting cheap labor out of him and his free M&Ms. Finally we come to our final member Brendon Simmons. Brendon is arguably the backlash king of the group. Along with Brendon’s hot head and his gross incapacity to work successfully makes him the best of the group. If you Brendon Simmons, stop him, say hello, and maybe even give him money. Till next time!



John Dykstra Humor. Humor is everything. I firmly believe that if someone is not able to make a joke, or even enjoy a joke, then at that point life is futile. I really like shoes, cars, and boats. I go to Charlotte High School. Jacob Bargo wrote his bio in third person, so if you see him feel free to harass him for it. I am quite twitter famous, I have 542 followers at the moment I am typing this, so feel free to make it 542+. Hit me up: @Legit_JT



Hi, I am Brendon. My political intelligence surpasses anything else I truly have to offer. Mathematics is a suit I wear averagely, and english is a suit I exceed within. Reading, a task among the human race I do not partake because of my low attention span is not a suit I wear strongly. My favorite book, The Odyssey, makes me feel happy and true. I, as of the past year, have been employed at the Charlotte Burger King, and it is the absolute worst. Whoppers, though tasty and cheap, are a commercial product I can’t say I care for anymore. I quit my job there due to the lack of productivity and aspiration, and now do travel baseball. I have a girlfriend of over a year, and she’s cool. I now work at the Whirligig and it’s fun!



Jacob Bargo is a writer, reporter and columnist for the Whirligig Press, as well as a member of The Quadruple Scoop. Originally from Saline, Michigan; at home, Jacob works as a Social Media Director & Writer for Motor City Wheelz and Dealz and it’s associate accounts in Toledo and Cleveland. Through his work experience, he has written many articles about auto dealers, owners and even cars themselves. In his free time, he enjoys kayaking, hiking and hazelnut lattes. You can find and follow Jacob and his work on Twitter; @jacobbargo, Instagram; jacobbargo, and on Snapchat; jacobbargo1.
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CAMPUS POLITICS CONT. Hadi You Fall Short



Commitment because of Kanye?



Author: Kevin Swain



The story of one dedicated Boy’s Stater



Ali Hadi has always wanted to hold a leadership role at Boys State. When he was the only one who went up for the mayoral nomination in the Jackson City Nationalist Party, his road to success looked easy. Unless he received zero votes, he would win the nomination. That’s when another member of the party nominated Andy Jiang from Rochester Hills. Jiang’s riveting speech, for which he used no notes, won him the nomination over the hopeful Hadi. Although he won the nomination, Jiang eventally lost the race to the Federalist candidate. “I enjoyed spiting Ali in my last minute nomination, and it’s been a fun run but I just came up a little short,” Jiang said. “But it’s all good in the end.” It didn’t stop there. Hadi went on to lose the nomination for city council, and later, prosecuting attorney. But according to Hadi, he never wanted those positions. “I just ran for mayor because half of y’all didn’t know what the (heck) y’all was talking about,” Hadi said. “I actually wanted to go for attorney general the first minute I walked in here.” Hadi’s path to success has been elongated, but not terminated. He remains determined to win the race for attorney general of Boys State. “I’m pretty confident I might win this, so I’m looking forward to that,” Hadi said.



Author: Chase Palmer



Although Matthew Burr of Harrison city lost the election for county sheriff, but that didn’t dissuade him from running for prosecuting attorney. Unfortunately, he didn’t come out victorious in that election either. Pride bent, but not broken, he decided he would run for circuit court judge. He he gave a spirited speech and when talking about high income housing, even quoting the rapper “Lil Wayne” saying, “More money is never enough money.” He lost that election too. In most cases, this is the point where someone quits, but Matthew Burr is no quitter. He held his head high and continued his quest for greatness, knowing that there there was a better position out there waiting for him... The Senate. The big leagues. This is where he knew he should run. Presiding over the congregation of Wisner county citizens he again gave a great speech, this time quoting Kanye West; “What doesn’t kill you, only makes you stronger,” referring to his former losses. “Many people don’t see RnB and hiphop artists as political juggernauts but ya’ know, they get attention and that is why I use their quotes.” With humor, applause, and some quite chuckles, Matt won the bid to have the opportunity to be nominated. As the votes were finally tallied after the last session, Matt found out the ultimate truth--he would be representing the Federalists in the race for the Senate. “It was emotional for me getting nominated. My family back home ya’ know, are proud. In the city is Pleasant Ridge they are cheering for me and it really hits me and makes me happy.” Matt said in an interview after the election. Matt is going on his fifth election tomorrow. Be on the look out for his unusual speeches and the possibility of hip-hop verses being dropped. As Kanye West once said, “I feel like I'm too busy writing history to read it,” will Matt repeat history and break his losing streak? We will just have to find out!



Rap Gets Votes Author: Andres Contreras



Music has massively influenced America since the early 60’s. The Beatles broke onto the world stage as musical heart throbs. Not only was their music upbeat and catchy, it posed as the stepping stone for lyrical meanings throughout songs. Songs, such as “Come Together” and “Imagine”, were used to sway public opinion on the political issues that were at hand. The public opinion on the war in Vietnam was heavily influenced by “Imagine” through John Lennon’s intricate, but simplistic lyricism. The use of music has been sparsely used by candidates here at Boys State, which is astonishing because of how successful it could be. Ralph Tiglao, resident of Jackson City, stood in front of his peers campaigning for the nomination of Prosecuting Attorney with an unorthodoxed approach. Instead of going on a pretentious political ramble, he chose to engage with the voters through rap music. Tiglao quoted Tupac Shakur, a rap icon from the 90’s, to explain his position on how to deal with the growing drug problem in his city. “Instead of war on poverty,they got a war on drugs so the police can bother me” was the quote culled from Tupac’s song “Changes” to relate to the public. Having relatable music to connect to his ideas was fundamental to success. Instead of investigating the innocent, non drug users, the new program focused on the drug abusers. His program revolved around the idea of letting the drug abusers overdose because he saw them as a nuisance to society. Tiaglo won nomination from Jackson City, illustrating how influential, as well as fundamental, music can be to the public opinion.
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THE WRAP-UP



Having The Floor Author: Andres Contreras



Running for a governmental position can be nerve-racking, especially if you struggle with public speaking. Giving a speech in front of your peers is tougher when changing their opinion to agree with yours, is the main objective. To change an opinion, you have to show confidence in what you preach.. Giving a speech consists of a vast amount effort put into practicing. Many over practice, which often leads to overthinking. This in turn leads to a drop in self confidence. Confidence is fundamental to great leader, and being over prepared does not make up for lacking it. when speaking, the most important thing to do is to keep calm, which stems confidence. Talking to your peers takes courage and when you lack self belief, you begin to stutter and lose your train of thought. Giving a powerful speech is key to sway voters into your direction. Being prepared for everything is impossible. So it’s best to prioritize being calm to avoid future problems. When its time to deliver your speech, remember to always keep cool, calm, and collected. If all else fails, fake until you make it.



Editors Notes Hey guys, my name is Benjamin Baird. I am the Editor in Chief here at the Whirligig. To start this paper off on the right note, here’s a little bit about me: I’m a “full-time” musician during the break off school. I play drums mostly, performing in three bands, two jazz and one alt-rock. My passion for music is insurmountable, but right behind my love for music is my love for art. I enjoy sketching and painting in my free-time (of course while listening to music) and I am, and have been, in a multitude of art classes at my high school, Spring Lake High School. One of the main reasons for my choice as E.I.C. of the Whirligig is my constant yearning for creativity in all that I do. Even though I’m really short, my brain still works at full kindness capacity; by this, I mean that I love talking and interacting with all people. I’m always open for, and ready to give, a friendly hello and smile. Thanks for reading my paper.



Do you have any comments? Do you want to complain? Do you want to praise? You can let us know if you have any questions, or concerns about your very own Whirligig Newspaper. Let us know here



[email protected]
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